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The new novel from the author of The Husband’s Secret
A #1 New York Times Bestseller
 
Sometimes it’s the little lies that turn out to be the most lethal.
 
A murder…A tragic accident…Or just parents behaving badly? What’s indisputable is that someone is dead.
 
Madeline is a force to be reckoned with. She’s funny, biting, and passionate; she remembers everything and
forgives no one. Celeste is the kind of beautiful woman who makes the world stop and stare but she is paying
a price for the illusion of perfection. New to town, single mom Jane is so young that another mother mistakes
her for a nanny. She comes with a mysterious past and a sadness beyond her years. These three women are at
different crossroads, but they will all wind up in the same shocking place.
 
Big Little Lies is a brilliant take on ex-husbands and second wives, mothers and daughters, schoolyard
scandal, and the dangerous little lies we tell ourselves just to survive.

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Hester:

Have you spare time for the day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yeah, you can
choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to take a wander,
shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open as well as read a book called Big Little Lies? Maybe it
is to be best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time with the favorite's book, you
can better than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have various other opinion?

Lenore Cortez:

The book Big Little Lies can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. Why then must we leave a very important thing like a book Big Little Lies? A number
of you have a different opinion about publication. But one aim in which book can give many details for us. It
is absolutely right. Right now, try to closer using your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you
can give for each other; you may share all of these. Book Big Little Lies has simple shape but you know: it
has great and big function for you. You can seem the enormous world by start and read a e-book. So it is
very wonderful.

Theresa Frost:

Can you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Make an effort
to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't assess book by its protect may doesn't work this is
difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as in the outside
appearance likes. Maybe you answer might be Big Little Lies why because the amazing cover that make you
consider in regards to the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is actually fantastic
as the outside as well as cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Joel Newsom:

You will get this Big Little Lies by go to the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it may to be
your solve difficulty if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this book are various. Not only
simply by written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era including
now, you just looking by your local mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your
personal ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately
make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.
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